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7. The Big Steeple
8. The San Rafael Swell and Sinbad
Desert
9. Dead World
10. Tantalus Basin & Acquarius Plateau,
and the "Highest Forest on Earth"
SPECIAL TRIPS to Spectacular
Viewpoint Overlooking Proponed
Canyonlands National Park
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This Month's Cover—
Druid Arch is one of the amazing formations cut from sandstone
in the Needles Area of southeastern Utah. Massive pillars and
"headpiece" suggest religious construction of the early Druids, hence
the name. Druid Arch and the Needles are within the boundaries
of the proposed — and controversial — Canyonlands National Park,
discussed in this issue on pages 18-21. The cover photograph is by
Josef Muench.

Each spring, summer and autumn, more and more
Americans are experiencing first hand the beauty,
solitude and adventure of southern Utah. There is a
staggering amount of country to see by foot travel (top
photo shows Explorer Scouts hiking down the Escalante
River), by boat (middle picture was taken on the San
Juan River), and by four-wheel-drive (lower photo was
made on the Navajo Reservation south of Bluff).
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up a petrified rainbow. And don't smirk! It's positively there,
graceful, radiant, and so big that if it were in Washington it
could span the capitol dome. And you know what someone
did? He spent $1000 to come out from the East, climb up on
that thing and be the first (and only) man in history to knock
a golf ball off its arch. May his name be forever forgotten.
•
The movie moguls of Hollywood filmed a color "Epic of
South Texas" in Monument Valley, Utah, showing high red
mountains, arches, cliffs, canyons and such. South Texas (my
boyhood homeland) is completely flat. "That's quite all right,"
said Texas Governor Alan Shivers at the time. "We have
been thinking of annexing New Mexico, Arizona and Utah
anyway. We must do something to keep ahead of Alaska."
Best thing about Southern Utah? No smust, no smog.

Imagine something like that starting a thunderstorm!"

Not that everything is perfect up there — heavens no!
Contrary to all you may have heard, young man, you positively can not legally marry all the pretty wives you want
in Utah.
•
My old friend, the late David King Udall, a distinguished
Mormon, once told me that he encountered a gang of savage
Indians in Southern Utah. They had tomahawks to kill him.
He stood bareheaded on a little mound, rolled up his sleeves,
and dared them with bare fists. "Who'll help you?" the
suspicious redskin chief asked.
"God will," Mr. Udall answered promptly.
And you know something? God did! That chief was just
smart enough to tell his warriors, "He is a brave man. We
will make him a White Brother, so that he can never fight
us." Dave never did. Instead of fighting them, he converted
them.

•

"Come ye yourselves apart into a desert
place, and rest a while."
Mark 6:31

I have to get a firm grip on my adjectives before I speak of
Southern Utah. As a seasoned transcontinentalist I am likely
to exude so much enthusiasm and drip so many superlatives
that my listeners will walk off laughing. Let me begin with
just one simple Truth—here God left His artist's palette.
Here He seems to have mixed his paints for beautifying the
rest of our world. This is color country beyond any other
region in America.
•
A photographer for Trans-World Airlines took a color shot
near Kanab for one of those glorious TWA calendars—you've
seen them? It was breathtaking with greens and purples,
turquoise and silver, crimson and gold; completely accurate.
But the boss in New York rejected it, saying—"Too gaudy;
nobody would believe it."
•
"You can ride or walk a hundred miles in Southern
Utah," a governor of that state once said, in highest
possible tribute, "and not see a single discarded beer
can."
•
Any desert is a beauty. Southern Utah's is a glory. Of all
the areas in the world, this one was chosen by Nature to set
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It used to get so windy around Hurricane, Utah, that
the farmers all fed buckshot to their turkeys to keep
them from being blown away.
•
"Traded my saxophone for a cow," drawled an old whanghide cowboy near Blanding, Utah. "Makes about the same
noise, and gives milk besides."
•
My friend Vic Reynolds flies the mail to isolated villages
in Southeast Utah. Swoops low, buzzes houses in signal, lifts
and lands on an open road where one of the fellows meets
him in a car. One day Vic thought to make a simple jibe,
so he asked the villager, "Well, how're you and Krushchev
getting along?" The man gave enviable answer for all who
live on the desert: "Who's he?"
•
For the first 10 years of my life I believed in fairies. Then
I went through a regrettable era of sophistication and lost
them. But when 1 first came onto Bryce Canyon National
Park my faith and happiness were restored. 1 knew what
Brigham Young meant when he said of Utah: "This is the
place." He meant that Bryce is the place where fairies dwell.
Such unearthly beauty on earth would be pointless for any
creatures not given to good will and good deeds.
•
If you can travel with imagination (and you might as well
stay home if you can't) you can see dinosaurs in Southern
Utah. Their tracks are there, preserved in stone, three feet
across. One more reason for calling this a desert wonderland.
•
Despite the wi-i-i-ide o p e n s p a c e s and the sparse
traffic, drive carefully in Utah and do not insist on having
your rites.
•
"We have to love our neighbors up here," alleges
Sebe Smith of Hite, Utah. "There ain't nobody else."

•
Indians are stolid stoics? I doubt it. I have studied Navajos
near the Utah-Arizona line who had never seen a paleface
until I came along. I think they are philosophers. Surely
they have learned one priceless thing that eludes most of us—
adaptability; they do more, with less than any other race of
man I've ever heard of. I think their "mysticism" is actually
a long-range, far-reaching inner Peace, which simply rules out
the urge for a lot of yak-yak conversation and posing, and
I strongly suspect they get this from the so-called desert. For
this, if nothing else, I envy them.
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